Coalition for a Humanistic British Canada
(as printed nationwide in fullpage major newspaper adverts)

Policy Statement
The coalition believes it is crucial that the British and French roots of Canada be recognized and
respected by all Canadians. We are calling for a recognition of the very special status of Quebec as
Canada's French province, and for the recognition of the British system of government, and British
institutions for all Canadians not living in the province of Quebec.
British culture must be enhanced, protected and preserved in the same manner as French culture has
been protected by recent administrations in the province of Quebec. In this respect, the coalition is
calling specifically for:
a) School uniforms for all children attending Canadian schools
b) An emphasis on early teaching of English literature and moral values
c) A massive increase in immigration, most especially from The U'K. France, Italy, Germany and other
such countries including The Ukraine plus Russia. These are all peoples we share much with now.
d) A substantial increase for Arts funding in Canada for traditional British theatre and music
e) A preservation and enhancement of architecture which best reflects our European heritage
f) A requirement that mainstream cultural assimilation be carried as a matter of course, for all Canadians
g) An end to Canada's multicultural policies and related affirmative action policies and initiatives for all
We are as well calling for a return to traditional values and recognition of the traditional roles provided in
the support of families. Specific changes we seek include:
a) An end to equal rights treatment in such areas as war combat, etc. as to men and women
b) A revision of marital awards on divorce to encourage better motivated, longer marriages
We would like to encourage a return to traditional modes of dress as well. We think that women should
avoid too much exposure from aggressive clothing choices. Men should wear trousers rather than jean
clothing substitutes, while women should likewise return to skirts and dresses. A great example for the
children.
Finally, we think the CBC in particular has been quite negligent in carrying out its responsibilities to help
raise responsible thinking children by providing too much trash on television rather than the more edifying
programs available on Public television. In particular, shows such as Upstairs Downstairs from the BBC
provide a much better role model environment for our children we believe, over many of the choices
currently being made by the state owned broadcaster.
If you are concerned with the preservation of traditional family values in Canada, we ask that you write
your member of parliament. Its postage free when you indicate the letters MP on the envelope
addressed to parliament hill. You might also wish to include a copy of this advertisement.
When you write, we hope you will also express your support for FREE TRADE with Britain NOW, as well as a
BLANKET PASSPORT offer to British citizens of tenure.

You may reach us at:
Coalition for a Humanistic British Canada
Michael Rizzo Chessman, Founder
britishcanada.org / eurocoalition.org

